
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of air force. To join our growing
team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for air force

Serves as the organizational point of contact and liaison with the personnel
flight on military and civilian personnel issues
Serves as the point of contact for both civilian and military position utilization
The primary purpose of this position is to serve as a Flight Planning
Specialist/Airspace Analyst, researching, developing, coordinating, building
and updating flight plans, including air refueling (ARs) that are used by all
AMC aircraft worldwide
Serves as an essential member of the command contingency planning staff
Resolves operational issues affecting conventional, unconventional and
complex city pairs including air land, AR, airdrops
Accomplishes mission capability reviews and city pair's database review
Interprets procedures and advises the AOC commander and staff planners on
international flight policy
Command and Control Operations (C2OP) and mission monitoring Analyzes
and evaluates unit requirements and functions in support of the unit
commander and staff as it relates to command and control under contingency
and peacetime operations
Emergency Actions Receives, analyzes, deciphers and takes actions on time
critical HHQ alert orders and messages as it relates to air base defense,
sabotage, acts of war, posturing of forces and natural disasters, Develops,
initiates and coordinates Emergency Action Checklists (EACs)
Operational and Readiness Reporting Receives, analyzes and disseminates C2
message traffic to appropriate wing agencies
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Knowledge of Microsoft Office and SharePoint
Knowledge of satellite technology architectures
Strong verbal and written skills the ability to lead diverse workforce is
required
Ability to effectively communicate with supporting companies (Pratt &
Whitney, NGC, ) and local base authorities critical for success
Prior US Air Force military or civilian equivalent operational maintenance &
logistics experience highly desirable
At least BS in a technical field such as EE, CS, ME


